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Abstract: This paper reviews the scientific motivation and challenges, development, and use of
underwater robotic vehicles designed for use in ice-covered waters, with special attention paid to
the navigation systems employed for under-ice deployments. Scientific needs for routine access
under fixed and moving ice by underwater robotic vehicles are reviewed in the contexts of geology
and geophysics, biology, sea ice and climate, ice shelves, and seafloor mapping. The challenges of
under-ice vehicle design and navigation are summarized. The paper reviews all known under-ice
robotic vehicles and their associated navigation systems, categorizing them by vehicle type (tethered,
untethered, hybrid, and glider) and by the type of ice they were designed for (fixed glacial or sea ice
and moving sea ice).

Keywords: underwater robotic vehicles; under-ice navigation; tethered vehicles; hybrid vehicles;
gliders; ocean science; ocean exploration

1. Introduction

This paper seeks to review the scientific motivation, challenges, development, and use of
underwater robotic vehicles designed for diving in ice-covered waters, with special attention paid
to the navigation systems employed for under-ice deployments. The world’s oceans cover 71% of
the Earth’s surface, 12% of which is largely inaccessible to scientific research due to being covered by
ice all or part of the year. In the Northern Hemisphere, sea ice coverage varies seasonally from 102%
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to 192% the size of the United States, and in the Southern Hemisphere sea ice coverage varies seasonally
from 39% to 260% the size of Australia (equivalently 30% to 205% the size of the United States) [1].

Few methods presently exist for routine deep water and benthic survey and sampling operations
under ice in high latitudes. In contrast, present day blue-water oceanographic methods for survey
and sampling are extensive—they include ship-based sensing; lowered and towed instruments such
as dredges, Conductivity Temperature Depth (CTD) instruments, and deep-tows tethered Remotely
Operated Vehicles (ROVs); and untethered vehicles such as Human Occupied Vehicles (HOVs),
Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs), and Hybrid Remotely Operated Vehicles (HROVs). Only
a few of these methods, principally vertically lowered instruments deployed from icebreaking ships,
e.g., in [2], or from ice camps, e.g., in [3], are regularly practiced for under-ice sampling and survey
operations. It remains difficult to effectively employ most open water methods in ice-covered
high-latitude seas because of the constrained maneuverability inherent in icebreaker operations.
Over-the-side deployments of lowered instruments generally prohibit ice-breaking and constrain the
ship to the wind-driven motion of the ice. Even then, drifting sea ice is a threat to the cables used to
deploy the instrumentation. The first reported attempts of scientific observation beneath ice-covered
waters involved depth and hydrographic measurements (Nansen’s 1893–1896 Fram Expedition [4])
and, in the 20th century, the analysis of sonar measurements and officer’s cruise reports from military
submarine missions dating back to the 1950s [5]. Even in the present day, large parts of polar seafloor
remain uncharted [6,7]. Hydrographic mesoscale structures and processes, like ocean fronts and eddies,
upwelling, and downwelling, requiring 3D surveys by AUVs are extremely difficult to realize under
the ice [8,9]. Likewise, the discovery and observation of polar life, which contains a high proportion of
endemic species, remains an important task [10]. Very little is known about the specific adaptations of
polar life to its extreme habitat. Understanding these is critical in the face of rapid climate change and
sea ice decline [11].

New methods for surveying and sampling under permanent moving sea ice are needed to
address a range of critically important geologic, biologic, geochemical, oceanographic, and climatic
problems. For example, ultra-slow Mid-Ocean Ridges (MORs) occur in geographic regions where
weather windows are extremely narrow or there is ice cover (e.g., the Southwest Indian Ridge and the
Gakkel Ridge). With the recent identification of hydrothermal vents during first-order mapping studies
of these ultra-slow spreading ridges [2,12–15], scientists are poised to make breakthroughs in our
understanding of this important end-member of the sea floor spreading environment. The ability to
sample and observe detailed geological, biological, and chemical processes occurring at the slowest
spreading MORs could revolutionize our understanding of how sea floor spreading is manifested in
these settings. In addition, a host of new and novel biological communities and chemical/biochemical
processes may be associated with ultra-slow spreading MORs.

New methods for surveying and sampling under glacial ice shelves are needed to provide
scientific access to the water column, sea floor, grounding line, and underside of the ice shelves,
which remain among the least explored frontiers worldwide. These cavities under ice shelves host
poorly understood processes that control most of the global sea level uncertainty over the next decades
to century [16]. A preliminary draft of Sections 3–5 of this paper appeared in [17].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the scientific motivation
and challenges for remote under-ice oceanographic exploration, addressing these issues in the scientific
contexts of geology and geophysics, biology, sea ice and climate, ice shelves, and seafloor mapping.
Section 3 briefly reviews several approaches to vehicle navigation under ice. Section 4 reviews
previously reported vehicle systems designed for use under fixed ice—landfast sea ice or ice shelves.
Section 5 reviews previously reported vehicle systems designed for use under moving sea ice. Section 6
summarizes and concludes.
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2. Scientific Motivation and Challenges for Remote Under-Ice Oceanographic Exploration

This section reviews the scientific motivation and challenges for remote under-ice oceanographic
exploration, addressing these issues in the following scientific contexts; Ice Shelves (Section 2.1),
Sea Ice and Ocean (Section 2.2), Biology (Section 2.3), Seafloor Mapping (Section 2.4), and Geology
and Geophysics (Section 2.5).

2.1. Ice Shelves

A part of the world where climate changes are the largest and the most iconic is the poles,
where the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets meet continental shelf seas. In the Arctic, atmospheric
warming and other processes are leading to a shrinking ice sheet, increased subglacial runoff and the
associated amplified interaction with the ocean [18], and weakening of the ice sheet buttressing glacial
margins [19,20], with important implication to global sea level [21]. In the Antarctic, both atmospheric
(Antarctic Peninsula) and ocean-driven melting (West Antarctica) of the ice shelves conspire to
accelerate the flow of land ice into the ocean [16], thereby contributing significantly to sea level
rise [22], and freshening continental shelf seas and the Southern Ocean [23,24]. In addition to sea
level concerns, ice sheet–ocean interactions in Antarctica are key to the formation of dense waters
that fill to global oceans abyss [25], and the melt-driven upwelling arising from the freshening and
associated buoyancy gain is also thought to provide crucial nutrients for primary production in
Southern continental shelf seas [26,27], with consequential contribution to the global biological carbon
pump [28].

Around most of Greenland, the interaction between the ice and the ocean happens along a one
to tens of kilometers wide, hundreds of meters high vertical ice face that flows into a fjord setting.
Around most of Antarctica, the interaction mostly arises under an ice shelf, the floating extension of
grounded glacial ice, within an ocean cavity covering tens to hundreds of kilometers in the horizontal
and hundreds of meters in the vertical. These scales align rather well with present autonomous
underwater vehicle capabilities, and remarkable progress in our understanding has been achieved
thanks to few but precious forays into these treacherous environments.

The deployment of Autosub2 under the Fimbul ice shelf in East Antarctica showed a complex,
irregular ice base geometry [29]. A few years later, the extensive observations under Pine Island
Glacier ice shelf in West Antarctica revealed the importance of seabed bathymetry in shaping the access
of the warmest deepest waters to the most sensitive glacier grounding line [30], the glacial retreat
history [31], the glacial melt sensitivity to oceanic variability [32], and the broader connections with
climate variability [33,34]. The same missions also imaged important features on the seabed [35,36]
and the ice base [37,38]. The latter, instead of the irregular features discerned earlier, is organized in
a series of kilometer-wide, hundred meter high channels that drive the circulation and heat exchange
at the ice–ocean interface, and are also carved by melt [39,40]. In turn, the flanks of such channels are
not smooth, but instead harbor a terraced geometry that is also carved by and modulates melting [37],
hinting at a tightly coupled ice–ocean system.

These advances led to new AUV operations, first repeating surveys under Pine Island Glacier
ice shelf with modified sensor payload [41] and more recently exploring other settings, expanding
the diversity of vehicle types and capabilities (see Section 4).

2.2. Sea Ice and Ocean

The decline of Arctic sea ice is one of the most conspicuous examples of climate change; September
ice extent is now ~35% lower than four decades ago. In contrast, Antarctic sea ice extent has increased
modestly over the same period, only to drop to record lows in 2016 from which it has yet to fully recover
[42]. Neither of these trends are adequately captured by models [43,44]. In the Arctic, sea ice has also
thinned dramatically, with the loss of almost all ice more than a few years old [42]. Thinning was first
established between the late 1950s–1979 and the 1990s from extensive upward-looking sonar from
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American and British submarines [45,46], a trend that has continued to be observed by satellites [47,48].
Under-ice vehicles have the advantage of an unobstructed view of the ice underside. Equipped
with multibeam sonar, they can provide a detailed view of ice morphology and understanding of
the mechanical thickening driven by ice dynamics that is otherwise very challenging to measure,
particularly for thicker, ridged ice [49,50]. Because only a small fraction of sea ice rises above sea level,
and is usually concealed under a layer of snow, sonar measurements of the ice draft provide the most
reliable estimate of sea ice thickness. Such observations can help validate satellite altimeter estimates
of sea ice thickness [51], particularly at the high spatial resolutions possible with the recently launched
ICESAT-2 [52].

Sea ice change is closely coupled with changes in the upper ocean. The Arctic maintains a perennial
ice cover in part because it is insulated from the heat of warmer waters at depth by cold, fresher surface
waters. This stratification results from a complex series of pathways and physical mechanisms,
including inflows of both warm and cold Pacific-sourced waters at shallow depths, a warm inflow of
Atlantic Water at intermediate depths, riverine input, sea ice melt and growth, and solar heating, that
are not well observed or understood (see, e.g., in [53]). In the Eastern Arctic, increasing inflow and
temperature of Atlantic Water has been observed, contributing to reduced ice growth in winter [54].
In the Western Arctic, the increasingly seasonal ice cover has been accompanied by increased inflow
of warm Pacific water through the Bering Strait, thought to contribute to reduced summer ice extent
and potentially winter ice growth [55], increased solar heating at shallow depths that retards autumn
ice growth, and may also act as a source of heat to limit winter ice growth [56,57]. While strong
stratification presently limits the role of the latter, this may increase alongside the observed increase in
the role of waves and storms [58] and a thinner, more mobile ice cover.

Of particular interest to vehicle operations beneath the Arctic ice cover is the development of
the “Beaufort lens”, a sound duct that forms as cooler Pacific Winter Water is sandwiched between
warm Pacific Summer Water at depths of 50–100 m and warm, salty layer of Atlantic sourced waters
at depths below 150–200 m. Regionally and seasonally variable, this sound duct can enable acoustic
communication over distances up to 400 km [59].

In the Antarctic, a thin, seasonal ice cover is maintained in part by the weak upper ocean
stratification that facilitates stronger ice–ocean interactions and release of deeper ocean heat than in
the Arctic. This strong coupling between the ice and ocean has been invoked as contributing both
long-term expansion of the winter ice cover [60], and the dramatic recent retreat [61]. The open
northern boundary of the ice pack is exposed to the storms and swell of the Southern Ocean.
Here, atmosphere–wave–ice–ocean interactions drive ice production and break-up, ice edge retreat
and advance, and a variety of mesoscale phenomena [62]. Along the Antarctic coast, similar processes
play important roles in polynyas, where strong winds drive high rates of ice production and export
from the coast plays an important role in global water mass transformation. There have been very few
direct observations of these processes due to the challenges of operating in these remote and highly
dynamic environments (see, e.g., in [63]).

Moorings, ice-tethered platforms, and under-ice profiling floats have provided critical information
on these ongoing changes and inter- and intra-seasonal variability, but require significant logistical
support to deploy. Moreover, they cannot adequately observe mesoscale phenomena. Larger-scale
operations with on-site scientists and technicians are limited by the expense and logistical challenges
of operating in this environment. This is particularly true in winter, where large, multidisciplinary
expeditions might occur decades apart in some regions (see, e.g., in [63,64]). Under-ice vehicles
offer an attractive means to observe ice–ocean interactions in these challenging environments where
capturing processes that vary dramatically across small to medium spatial scales are needed, or where
traditional methods are exceedingly difficult to perform (see, e.g., in [63,65]). As capabilities
advance, particularly for long-term or long-range presence, autonomous under-ice vehicles will play
an increasing role in sustained observations of the ice and ocean in both the Arctic and Antarctic [66,67].
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2.3. Biology

Under-ice ocean worlds belong to the least studied ecosystems on Earth. Therefore, one priority
for under-ice robots is the discovery of a highly endemic diversity of life in the Arctic and Antarctic [68].
A key issue is the accessibility of the under-ice life which uses sea ice flows as a substrate, hideout,
feeding, and breeding grounds. A number of species are directly connected to life in the ice, including,
for example, the colonial sea ice algae Melosira which grows into kelp-like forests [11]. ROVs have
been used to assess the 3D structure of the under-ice habitat, as well as light transmission, primary
productivity, distribution of algae [69], and also the gelatinous life inhabiting the highly stratified
water layer under the ice, which is less dense due to the input of ice melt water [70]. Under-ice ROVs
or AUVs allow noninvasive studies of the productive layers under the ice and in the upper ice-covered
ocean, which can help in quantifying carbon and nutrient budgets, as well as revealing the food
webs, diversity, and biological interactions of polar life. Only a few studies have been extended to
the deep water and polar ocean seafloor. Early investigations by tethered ROV video surveys of the
highly productive Antarctic seafloor assessed composition of benthic communities and the impact
of and recovery from iceberg grounding [71]. Modern working class ROVs like Victor 6000, Quest,
and Kiel 6000 enable experimental studies on factors shaping polar biodiversity (see, e.g., in [72]) in
seasonally ice-covered waters, yet they cannot be deployed in full ice. Recent studies of the Arctic
ridges, focusing on vents (see, e.g., in [73]) and other prominent habitats associated with the ridges like
sponge reefs, cold water corals, and sea mounts, have detected previously unknown, diverse seafloor
communities adapted to tap into chemical energy provided from seeping and degassing of hydrogen,
sulfur, or hydrocarbons, or from hydrothermalism (see, e.g., in [12,74,75]). Key questions remain as to
the effect of climate change, sea ice retreat, glacial melt, and pollution or other forms of human impact
on these vulnerable regions of Earth. Some areas that cannot be accessed by ship, like the seafloor
under glaciers or thick Antarctic fast ice need first time studies by long range AUVs. ROVs and AUVs
have barely been used in polar winter, and key questions remain as to the role and fate of polar life in
absolute darkness and coldness of the polar night. The North Pole drift expedition MOSAIC will, for
the first time, produce year round under-ice imaging in 3D [76,77]. Accessing polar regions year-round
at all depths remains a key task in global ocean observation, management, and protection of ocean life,
but needs substantial innovation in reach, navigation, data transmission, and endurance of under-ice
robots, especially those equipped with energy-hungry sonars, cameras, and biosensors.

2.4. Seafloor Mapping

Seafloor mapping in ice-covered regions offers the same critical geospatial contextual information
that it provides in open waters, including the data needed for safe navigation (of both surface
and submerged vessels), for defining and understanding benthic habitats, for establishing the routes
and dissipation of the deep-sea currents that globally distribute heat, for understanding geologic
and tectonic processes (see Section 2.5), for determining the risk of natural hazards (submarine
landslides and gas seeps), for revealing a treasure trove of maritime heritage, for predicting tsunami
inundation and storm surge run-off, and for exploration and discovery of the 85% of the seafloor that
is yet to be mapped. While seafloor and water column mapping from ice breakers is feasible, it is an
extremely slow process when done in ice-drift modus, or greatly hampered by the noise generated by
ice-breaking. Thus, mapping efforts in ice-covered regions, like those carried out to establish limits
of the continental shelf under Article 76 of the United Nations Convention on Law of the Sea [78]
are remarkably time-consuming and tend to be conducted as sparsely separated lines rather than
the typical overlapping, complete coverage of standard multibeam sonar surveys. The inability to
obtain complete overlapping mapping coverage in ice-covered regions greatly reduces the value of
these data, as it is often the ability to see the complete picture of the geologic or morphologic context
that provides critical insights into seafloor and oceanographic processes.

There are several applications that are particularly critical in ice-covered waters. First among these
is the determination of the bathymetry under marine terminating glaciers with ice shelves. Mass loss
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from ice sheets in both Greenland and Antarctica has increased dramatically over the past few decades
and is a critical contributor to global sea level rise. A key component of the mass loss process, yet one
whose quantification is still uncertain, is the contribution from the retreat of marine terminating glaciers
forced by oceanic heat transport [79]. The ability of relatively warm waters to interact with marine
terminating glaciers is often dependent on the presence or absence of bathymetric sills located under
floating ice tongues [33,80], and thus the ability to map under ice-tongues is critical to understanding
the fate of terminating glaciers. Additionally, the ability to map the location of grounding lines under
ice shelves can provide critical insight into the history and dynamics of the ice sheets [30,31,35,81].
Finally, the history of Arctic glaciation, a fundamental driver of global climate, is recorded on the
seafloor (i.e., the recent demonstration that a 1km thick ice sheet covered the central Arctic during
the penultimate glaciation [82]) and in the subsurface sediments of the ice-covered regions of the
Arctic. Future plans to sample these sediments through scientific drilling will depend on the ability
to obtain detailed maps of potential drill sites. Last but not least, high-resolution maps are essential
for ecosystem research and as basis for assessing the ecological status of seafloor habitats, and for
establishing marine protected areas. New technologies are available to combine mapping and video
surveys as an efficient way of creating ecological knowledge of baselines and of disturbances [83,84].

2.5. Geology and Geophysics

While ice-tethered profilers have begun to allow routine access to processes at the ice–ocean
interface over the past decade or more (see, e.g., in [85]), polar scientists have continued to lack
cutting edge capabilities with which to investigate the deep seafloor of both the Arctic and the
Antarctic. This has proven particularly frustrating in the context of marine geoscientists interested in
the evolution of ocean basins, from three perspectives: (a) in terms of understanding the evolution of
the Amerasian Basin in the Arctic, for which numerous, often conflicting, models have been proposed,
and (b,c) because the Bransfield Strait in the Antarctic and the Gakkel Ridge in the Arctic represent
type localities where geoscientists seek to investigate key processes related to incipient continental
rifting and ultra-slow spreading mid ocean ridges, respectively.

For the Amerasian Basin, resolving which of several competing basin evolution models [86–90] is
correct remains critical to our understanding of the tectonics of this basin, and therefore its impact
on global paleoclimate through the evolution of inter-ocean connections. The paucity of published
geophysical data and lack of rock samples from within the basin have made interpretations of the
kinematic history of the Amerasia Basin difficult to constrain. The U.S. Extended Continental Shelf
Program dredged rock samples from the Chukchi Borderland, Northwind Ridge, and Alpha Ridge
using the US Coast Guard Cutter (USCGC) Healy Those samples have brought pre-existing models
into question [91], but like all dredged samples, raise the issue of how representative they are of in situ
bedrock. Only in situ sampling by a well-positioned underwater vehicle can be guaranteed to provide
in situ context and precise location of collected samples.

Studying incipient continental rifting is critical to understanding the evolution of the US Atlantic
continental margin. From this perspective, the Bransfield Strait, immediately north and west of
the Antarctic Peninsula, rivals the Red Sea (which has even more complex geopolitical barriers to
access) as an ideal natural laboratory in which to study such processes—from the first rifting of
continental crust through to the opening of ocean basins [92,93]. From shipboard remote-sensing
geophysics (seismics, magnetics, and multibeam) data, it is known that the Bransfield Strait rift is
comprised of a series of extensional basins that are infilled with detritus from Antarctica. These basins
are separated from one another by prominent volcanic constructions that define the rift axis and at
least some of which host hydrothermal activity [94–96]. This research has been rather thwarted for
more than a decade, however, because no detailed examination of the seafloor geology, including
the hydrothermal sites hosted there, have been able to be attempted by ROV.

The Gakkel Ridge, which extends across the entire Arctic Basin from the Norwegian-Greenland
Sea to the Siberian Margin represents Earth’s slowest spreading and most geologically diverse
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mid-ocean ridge, exposing significant outcrops of ultramafic as well as mafic lithologies [15,97]
and hosting evidence for geologically recent, and explosive volcanism [12,74,75]. While much has been
hypothesized about these processes from remote sensing (including systems mounted on US Navy
submarines deployed beneath the ice cap), this ridge system—including the numerous hydrothermal
systems that it is known to host [2]—awaits direct intervention by a suitable deep-diving research
submersible. This interest has become even more acute in the past decade with the recognition that
multiple other planetary bodies in the outer solar system also host saltwater oceans with rocky seafloors
beneath their ice shell exteriors [98]. Geothermal systems that can sustain chemosynthetic ecosystems,
independent of sunlight, beneath Earth’s ice-covered oceans thus become a compelling analog site for
study in the search for life beyond Earth.

2.6. Vehicle Capability Needs for Under-Ice Science Missions

The vehicle capability needs for future oceanographic science missions under sea ice and ice
shelves naturally depends on the nature of the particular science missions as well as the physical
geography of the sea. Although a comprehensive study of vehicle capability needs is beyond the scope
of this paper, we note some preliminary observations.

Most ship-based oceanographic operations in the Antarctic occur from November to April.
Figure 1 shows, on the left, the Antarctic ice cover in December 2019 and, on the right, the corresponding
percentage this ice-covered sea floor for each of 10 depth bins. We note that 40% of the December 2019
ice-covered sea floor has depth between about 3800 m and 5200 m, and that a vehicle with a depth
capability of 5200 m could reach 98% of the this sea floor. In the Arctic Ocean, the permanently sea ice
covered area according to the September sea ice minimum is >1000 m deep, and a vehicle reaching
5000 m would be needed to cover most seafloor area including the North Pole.

Figure 1. Antarctic seafloor covered by ice in December (denoted “DEC” in the figure) 2019 (left figure).
Percentage distribution of this ice-covered seafloor in 10 depth bins (right figure).

In terms of horizontal scales, ice shelves can extend from a few kilometers to 1000 km at the most
(Filchner–Ronne and Ross), from the calving front to the grounding line. Considering the distance
covered by shelf ice, a vehicle with a 400 km range (including the return path) could reach a significant
number of targets in a single dive. However, considering the vast area of shelf ice in Antarctica
of 1.5 million square kilometers, and that Filchner–Ronne, Ross, and Amery make up most of
the area, much longer range capacities are needed for under ice research with at least 1000 km
range. Furthermore, a key feature for the future will be the persistent or resident nature of the AUV
observations as the need to cover seasonal and interannual variability is extremely important for
the coupled ice–ocean interaction physics.

3. Under Ice Navigation

Georeferenced navigation is a highly desirable component of modern oceanic science.
Georeferenced navigation enables multimodal data sets to be co-registered across multiple dives with
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a single asset and across different assets. It enables photographic, bathymetric, and other geophysical
maps to be related to generally lower-resolution surface-derived contextual maps. Georeferenced maps
yield scientifically relevant context, can reveal features for close inspection and instrument deployment
and aid in relocalizing those features. The Global Positioning System (GPS) does not work underwater,
thus alternative navigation methods are required.

For a survey of well-established navigation methods commonly employed for underwater vehicles
in temperate latitudes, which is beyond the scope of the present paper, the reader is directed to the
work in [99].

Most Uninhabited Underwater Vehicle (UUV) navigation methods beneath permanent moving
ice have sought to provide near-ice and ice-relative navigation via acoustic beacons fixed to
the ice [100–102] and/or dead-reckoning [103]; however, precedent exists for georeferenced benthic
navigation systems as well. The Theseus AUV, Figure 2, for example, deployed fiber-optic cable for
an under-ice acoustic array utilizing a medium-grade inertial navigation unit and bottom-tracking
Doppler Velocity Log (DVL) augmented by a series of widely spaced acoustic beacons placed at critical
locations along the vehicle’s intended flight path [104]. In 2010–2011, the International Submarine
Engineering (ISE) Explorer AUV, built for Natural Resources Canada, conducted extensive under-ice
seafloor mapping missions in Canada’s High Arctic, utilizing a custom 1500 Hz long-range acoustic
homing system in addition to a more conventional short-range acoustic homing system [105,106].

Figure 2. In 1992, the Theseus autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) laid a fiber-optic cable from
Ellesmere Island, Canada, to a remote sea ice camp 175 km from Ellesmere. Image Credit: International
Submarine Engineering Ltd. Reproduced with permission.

If communication with the vehicle is available, georeferenced Ultra-Short Baseline (USBL),
Two Way Travel Time (TWTT), or One Way Travel Time (OWTT) navigation becomes possible [107].
Both systems rely on being able to telemeter the ship’s location to the vehicle. USBL provides a
fix directly, whereas OWTT methods require motion on the part of the ship, vehicle, or both. Both
systems require the ship to remain within acoustic range of the vehicle and probably could not be
used when repositioning the ship to make up for ice drift. On the other hand, neither system requires
deploying additional equipment and so the risk of instrument loss is lower than with Long Baseline
(LBL) acoustic navigation.

Jakuba et al. reported employing standard oceanographic-grade LBL transponders through
the ice to create an otherwise typical deep sea LBL net [108]. Transponders were deployed from
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the ship, surveyed by helicopter through open leads of opportunity, and recovered by breaking
ice with the ship above their surveyed locations and extracting them from the crush. Deploying
beacons on the sea floor always risks the possibility of loss, but that possibility is greatly increased in
ice-covered seas. Significant time must also be devoted to transponder survey and recovery. Acoustic
beacons therefore represent a proven but time-consuming and potentially costly solution to under-ice
navigation. Alternatively, LBL beacons have been deployed fixed to sea ice for operation in a sea ice
floe referenced navigation framework [50,51].

Under-ice navigation without the need for LBL transponder deployments has also been
investigated. McFarland et al. reported ice-relative navigation utilizing upward-looking DVL, LBL,
TWTT and OWTT acoustic ranging, and an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) [109].

4. Vehicle Design and Navigation under Ice Shelves and Landfast Sea Ice

Fixed landfast sea ice occurs when sea ice freezes to a shoreline, and may vary in thickness typically
up to 10 m. Fixed ice also occurs in the form of ice shelves. An ice shelf is a thick floating slab of ice that
forms when a glacier or ice sheet flows into the sea. Ice shelves are typically 100–1000 m thick and can
move at a rate of up to several meters per day. Ice shelves are found both in the Arctic and Antarctic.
Ice shelves cover 44% of the Antarctic coastline, and can be enormous in area—the largest of which,
the Ross Ice Shelf, covers 472,960 km2. Retreat and collapse of ice shelves have been extensively
documented worldwide [1]. Even strong icebreakers often have no access to such areas, so that
the vehicles must be equipped to cover long distances and find their way back. This mostly requires
untethered vehicles, but significant work has also be realized by tethered vehicles.

This section reviews previously reported underwater vehicles and navigation systems for use
under fixed ice including untethered AUVs, tethered ROVs, and HROVs that can operate with
or without a tether.

4.1. Untethered Vehicles

Perhaps the earliest purpose-built under-ice vehicle was the Unmanned Arctic Research Submersible
System (UARS), first deployed in 1972. Communication and navigation with the 450 m depth
capable vehicle was achieved with a 50 kHz LBL acoustic positioning and communication system,
which consisted of four free-floating transducers which were typically deployed through the sea ice
near the deployment area. Vehicle recovery was performed by lowering a net outfitted with a homing
beacon into the hole through which UARS was deployed. Once within range of the homing beacon
UARS would navigate towards the beacon, and become ensnared in the net by means of barbed hook
mounted on the nose cone of the vehicle [110].

The Autonomous Remotely Controlled Submersible (ARCS) was developed by ISE to conduct
bathymetric surveys in the Arctic. The vehicle was equipped with a DVL, gyrocompass, LBL positioning
system, and obstacle avoidance sonars, and was first operated in an untethered manner in 1982 [111–113].

Light and Morison [114] describe the design and 1989 deployments of the Autonomous
Conductivity Temperature Vehicle (ACTV). Derived from a US Navy Mark-38 sonar target, the ACTV
was outfitted with three-axis (non-gimbaled) magnetometer, depth, and pitch/roll sensors. Modified
to accommodate a SeaBird CTD sensor, the vehicle was programmed to conduct transects at
predetermined depth and heading combinations before navigating to the recovery site using an acoustic
homing beacon.

Nicholls et al. describe the Autosub2 AUV and the 2005 under-ice missions conducted at the Fimbul
Ice Shelf, Antarctica [115]. Autosub2 was a long-range vehicle (400 km) and was outfitted with a
Fiber-optic Gyroscope (FOG) gyrocompass and upward- and downward-looking DVL to provide
dead reckoning capability. Deployed on 13 February 2005, Autosub2 navigated approximately 26 km
beneath the Fimbul Ice Shelf, collecting upward-looking ice topography and physical oceanographic
data. While Autosub2 failed to return from beneath Fimbul on the subsequent mission, the body of
scientific work that resulted from the vehicle’s 383 missions is substantial. Prior to the Fimbul Ice Shelf
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missions, Autosub2 mapped landfast sea ice over 450 km of mission-track on the Greenland coast in
2004 [49].

Following the loss of Autosub2, Autosub3, Figure 3, was developed with increased attention to
robustness and redundancy of critical systems, and was successfully deployed beneath the Pine Island
Glacier (PIG), Antarctica in January 2009 [30,32,116] and 2014 [36,41]. A navigation sensor suite similar
to that of Autosub2 allowed the vehicle to navigate a total of 511 km beneath PIG over the course of six
missions in 2009 and four missions in 2014. Sonar and physical oceanographic data collected during
those missions shed light on the rapid ice shelf thinning and retreat of the PIG grounding line.

Figure 3. AUV Autosub 3 aboard the R/V Nathaniel B. Palmer after successful missions under Pine Island
Glacier (background), Amundsen Sea, Western Antarctica, in 2009. Image Credit: Pierre Dutrieux.

Most recently, the Autosub Long Range AUV Boaty McBoatface was deployed in 2018 beneath
the Filchner and Ronne ice shelves in Antarctica to make direct measurements of ice shelf and seabed
morphology, and to investigate controlling factors for the flow of melt waters. A magnetic compass
combined with upward- and downward-looking DVL were used to produce a Dead Reckoning (DR)
navigation solution [117].

Forrest et al. report on the 2007 deployments of the UBC-Gavia AUV in the freshwater Pavilion
Lake, British Columbia, Canada. The UBC-Gavia is navigated either by inertial DR or acoustic LBL.
A commercially available 457 kHz avalanche beacon was used to aid in recovery should the vehicle
not return to the deployment hole. Tests reported in [118] showed that when the vehicle was directly
beneath the ice, the beacon signal could be received from atop the ice at horizontal ranges up to
40 m, and used to localize the vehicle beneath the ice to an accuracy of 5–8 m. UBC-Gavia has also
been deployed in multiple ocean settings, both in the Arctic and Antarctic, though a light tether was
attached to ensure vehicle recovery [119–121].

In December 2008, the ENDURANCE AUV was deployed through a melt hole into Lake
Bonney, Taylor Valley, Antarctica to conduct three-dimensional chemical and spatial mapping [122].
ENDURANCE’s principal navigation system consisted of a DVL-aided Inertial Navigation System
(INS) and USBL system. The authors describe a custom magnetic beacon system which, when used
in conjunction with a Real-Time Kinematic GPS, was used to provide cm-level localization when
ENDURANCE was located directly beneath the ice. The robot used a machine vision-based system for
returning to the deployment hole. Additional information on ENDURANCE’s navigation system can
be found in [123].

Kukulya et al. report on the March 2010 Arctic deployments of a Remote Environmental Monitoring
UnitS (REMUS) 100 AUV to collect oceanographic data near Barrow Alaska [124]. A combination
of LBL, USBL, and OWTT acoustic systems complemented the compass and DVL-based DR system
already implemented on the REMUS. Following several tethered test runs, the vehicle completed four
untethered survey missions, each ending with net capture and recovery similar to that described in [110].
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Hildebrandt et al. of the German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence reported in 2013 on
the design of an under-ice AUV in support of the European Europa-Explorer project [125]. The vehicle
will be equipped with an acoustic navigation suite to allow LBL, USBL, and OWTT navigation.
Hildebrandt et al. also report the vehicle will contain upward- and downward-looking DVLs and a FOG
for inertial DR.

Forrest et al. report on the 2014 deployments of a Teledyne Gavia-class AUV in McMurdo Sound,
Antarctica. The vehicle was outfitted with a multispectral radiometer and was deployed through
annual sea ice to conduct irradiance measurements, with the goal of better characterizing the spatial
heterogeneity of sea ice algae [126].

In 2018, the AUV nupiri muka, a 5000 m rated ISE Explorer operated by the University of
Tasmania, Australia, was deployed beneath the Sørsdal Glacier near Davis Research Station, Antarctica.
Three initial dives were conducted over eight days and included transits up to 700 m beneath
the floating glacier [127].

A similar feat was achieved in 2019 by a Hugin AUV operated by the University of Gothenburg,
Sweden, which was deployed for a few kilometers beneath the floating tongue of Thwaites Glacier in
West Antarctica [128].

In February of 2020, engineers from Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute (MBARI) and
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) deployed a Tethys-class AUV beneath lake ice in
northern Maine, United States. Deployments were conducted in conjunction with the United States
Coast Guard, and the efforts aim to allow mapping and investigation of underwater oil spills in
ice-covered waters. A through-ice acoustic/RF gateway buoy was used to provide position corrections,
communications, and docking capabilities to the vehicle, which uses a DVL and Micro-electro-
mechanical systems (MEMS)-based IMU dead reckoning for navigation [129].

4.2. Tethered Vehicles

Tethered vehicles are difficult to operate under ice shelves and landfast sea ice because the tether
must either be deployed from a vessel or ice camp at the seaward ice-edge, or a hole must be drilled
through the ice to provide a passage to deploy the vehicle and tether directly through the ice. Moreover,
conventionally tethered ROVs typically provide very limited horizontal excursion from the ship
or ice-camp from which they are deployed.

The ROBY ROV, as described by Bono et al. and Veruggio et al. [130,131], was developed by
the Italian National Research Council and underwent engineering trials in Terra Nova Bay, Antarctica
in austral summer 1993/94. ROBY was equipped with inclinometers, a magnetic compass, and angular
and linear accelerometers, and tests on closed-loop heading and depth control are presented in [131].

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Telepresence-Controlled Remotely
Operated Vehicle (TROV) consists of a modified Phantom S2 ROV and was deployed in the McMurdo
Sound, Antarctica in 1993 [132]. The vehicle was navigated using a SHARPS Short Baseline (SBL)
system consisting of three transducers deployed through sea ice, arranged in an equilateral triangle
(100 m legs) above the workspace of interest, with two transducers mounted on the vehicle. Of note is
that telepresence operation of the vehicle from NASA Ames Research Center, in Mountain View, CA,
USA, was achieved via off-continent satellite connection.

Caccia et al. [133] report on the design and testing of the ROMEO ROV in Terra Nova Bay, Antarctica
during the austral summer 1997/98. Configured with a DVL, gyroscope, compass, and inclinometers,
Caccia et al. present results from sea floor and ice canopy following transects.

In 2008, Vogel et al. described the Sub-Ice ROV (SIR) for deployments beneath Antarctic ice
sheets. Designed and built by DOER Marine, SIR is intended for deployment through surface-melted
boreholes, and is outfitted with FOG and dual DVLs that enable DR navigation [134].

The Submersible Capable of under Ice Navigation and Imaging (SCINI) ROV (Figure 4), developed at
Moss Landing Marine Laboratories, is designed to allow exploration and research of the under-ice
seafloor. Departing from the traditional model of ship-based underwater vehicles, SCINI is deployed
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through holes drilled through a range of Antarctic ice, and notably can fit (with operations team
and ancillary equipment) in a single helicopter [135]. SCINI has utilized LBL, SBL, and most recently
a USBL navigation system [136] during a 2012–2015 field campaign surveying biomass at distinct
trophic levels in the McMurdo Sound.

Figure 4. The ROV Submersible Capable of under Ice Navigation and Imaging (SCINI) and Fluorometer
and Acoustic Transducer Towable Instrument (FATTI) being deployed through landfast sea ice to map
spatial and temporal distributions of chlorophyll (phytoplankton proxy), crystal krill—Euphausia
crystallorophias, and Antarctic silverfish—Pleuragramma antarcticum in the McMurdo Sound, Antarctica
in November 2014. Image Credit: S. Kim. Reproduced with permission.

Behar et al. [137] discuss the design, testing, and deployments of the Micro Subglacial Exploration
Device (MSLED) ROV. Weighing just under 2.9 kg, MSLED was designed to provide visual survey
and horizontal CTD measurement capability in Subglacial Lake Whillans (SLW), Antarctica. Heading
and attitude estimation are provided by a MEMS IMU. MSLED was successfully tested in the McMurdo
Sound during austral summer 2012/13, but due to complications that arose in the field, the vehicle
was not deployed into SLW.

A system-level design and description of Antarctic deployment of Deep-SCINI is presented by
Burnett et al. in [138]. Deployed through a 740 m borehole during the austral summer 2014/15,
Deep-SCINI provided visual inspection capabilities and CTD measurements near the grounding zone
of the Ross Ice Shelf. Of scientific note was the discovery of macrofauna near the ice shelf’s grounding
line, over 800 km from open ocean.

Spears et al. report on the development of Icefin, a borehole-deployable vehicle [139]. As initial
fielding of a prototype in 2014, the redeveloped Icefin vehicle [140] has conducted three austral summer
field seasons (2017 through 2020) deploying through the sea ice adjacent to McMurdo station, as well
as surveying under the front of the McMurdo Ice Shelf and mapping the grounding zone of Erebus
Glacier tongue, amassing over 160 h under ice and tens of kilometers of surveys.
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During the Austral summer of 2019/20, two Icefin vehicles were deployed at two different sites
through 600 m thick ice via hot water drilled boreholes. As part of the NERC-NSF International
Thwaites Glacier Collaboration, Icefin aims to improve understanding of contributions to sea level rise
by Thwaites Glacier by providing the first three-dimensional surveys of the grounding zone of a major
glacier system, which were completed in January 2020. A KVH 1775 IMU, Navquest NQ600 micro
DVL, and Valport ultraP pressure sensor provide measurements to an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)
to compute onboard navigation estimates [141].

Klesh et al. report the development and polar field evaluation of a Buoyant Rover for Under-Ice
Exploration (BRUIE), a prototype of future rovers to explore ice covered oceans such as that of Jupiter’s
moon Europa, which uses actuated wheels and positive buoyancy to traverse along the underside of
ice [142,143].

4.3. Hybrid Tethered Vehicles

Hybrid tethered vehicles (also refereed to as “lightly tethered vehicles”) represent a relatively
new class of vehicle in which the vehicle’s tether only provides a telemetry link (electrical or optical),
but does not provide electrical power to the vehicle. Such tethers typically do not act as a strength
member, and may be expendable, and thus cannot be relied upon to aid in vehicle recovery. Lightweight
hybrid fiber-optic tethers are proving to be robust in under-ice operations, provide very high bandwidth
telemetry for data and imaging, and support very large horizontal and vertical vehicle excursions
from the deployment location. These vehicles have on-board power storage, typically Lithium-Ion
battery packs. Vehicles employing expendable tethers typically are equipped with underwater acoustic
modems to provide bidirectional command and data telemetry in the event of tether failure.

During the austral summer 2015/16, ARTEMIS, a modified and low-drag variant of
the ENDURANCE vehicle, was deployed beneath the Ross Ice Shelf, Antarctica. Clark reports under-ice
navigational accuracy of 0.1% distance traveled during a 5 km transect [144].

5. Vehicle Design and Navigation under Moving Sea Ice

Sea ice is formed when the ocean surface freezes. Moving sea ice is found extensively both in
the Arctic and Antarctic, and constitutes most of the sea ice in the Arctic and Antarctic year-round,
but with large seasonal and interannual variability. Moving pack ice presents unique challenges to
underwater vehicle deployment and navigation that are not present for immobile fast ice or ice shelves.
This section reviews previously reported underwater vehicles and navigation systems for use beneath
moving ice including untethered AUVs and gliders, tethered ROVs, and HROVs that can operate with
or without a tether.

5.1. Untethered Vehicles

In 1992, ISE and the Canadian Department of National Defence began development of the
Theseus AUV, Figure 2. Ferguson et al. [145] present an overview of Theseus’s motivation, subsystems,
trials, and primary mission: laying a fiber-optic cable from the coast of Ellesmere Island, Canada,
to a remote sea ice camp 175 km from Ellesmere. As deployed, Theseus was equipped with a Ring-laser
Gyroscope (RLG) gyrocompass, DVL, LBL positioning system, and homing beacon. To bound Theseus’s
DR error, six LBL acoustic transducers were deployed along the AUV’s intended path—through
sea ice—prior to mission commencement. Theseus successfully completed its cable laying mission
and returned to the deployment location, traveling over 350 km beneath ice. Additional (and more
technical) details on Theseus can be found in [146].

An Odyssey II-class vehicle was configured for Arctic operations and is described by
Bellingham et al. [147]. The vehicle was configured with a magnetometer, six-axis IMU, depth, LBL,
and USBL acoustic packages. Bellingham et al. present results from several methods of vehicle
navigation employed in Odyssey’s 1993 deployments, including DR, vehicle-mounted USBL, and
USBL-corrected Kalman filtered DR.
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Hayes and Morison [148] describe the Autonomous Microconductivity Temperature Vehicle (AMTV).
Based upon the REMUS vehicles developed at WHOI, and equipped with a Systron Donner Motion
Pack, LBL, and homing beacon acoustic packages, AMTV was deployed during the SHEBA experiment
in 1998 to measure salt and heat fluxes beneath melting sea ice in the Arctic. The LBL network was
comprised of hydrophones lowered to 15 m depth, in 50–100 m spacing around the survey sites.
Over the course of the 27 day experiment, AMTV conducted 70 km of survey tracks, while the ice floe
drifted approximately 180 km.

Wadhams et al. report the commercially available Martin 150 AUV was deployed in the Arctic
in 2002 to measure ice draft in the Marginal Ice Zone (MIZ) [149]. They report a navigation system
consisting of a RLG, DVL, and Differential GPS (for use at the surface). Equipped with side-scan sonar,
two missions were undertaken to measure ice draft, with the vehicle traveling 3.6 km in total.

McEwen et al. [103] discuss the selection and 2001 Arctic trials of several navigation systems for
the MBARI ALTEX AUV. Results are presented on several tests, including navigation sensor alignment,
performance of DVL ice-tracking, comparison of magnetic and gyrocompass heading error, and overall
vehicle navigation error.

Brierly et al. report observations of Krill up to 27 km under the Antarctic sea ice edge with
Autosub2 in 2001, the first AUV missions under Antarctic pack ice [150].

In summer of 2007, two Seabed-class AUVs—Jaguar and Puma—were deployed at sites along
the Gakkel Ridge near 85◦N 85◦E [151]. Scientific missions conducted with the vehicles consisted
of chemical, physical, and oceanographic surveys, with the vehicles utilizing a combination of
DVL-corrected inertial navigation and seafloor-suspended LBL network for navigation [108]. LBL
beacons were also suspended from the ship to aid vehicle recovery by providing ship-relative
navigation.

Using data collected in 2008, Kimball and Rock present proof-of-concept results in [152] for a
Terrain Relative Navigation (TRN) algorithm capable of localizing an underwater vehicle relative to a
free-floating iceberg. Their two-step approach is comprised of an initial mapping run, followed by
deployments in which the vehicle can localize itself relative to the iceberg. Their algorithm estimates
and accounts for iceberg rotation and translation in the vehicle’s position estimation.

Jalving et al. report on the upgrades and 2008 trials of a Kongsberg HUGIN 1000 AUV for under
ice operations. In addition to the DVL and USBL/LBL-aided INS, an RF-based under-ice localization
and communication system was demonstrated, and is capable of communication with HUGIN while
60 m beneath sea ice by means of a remotely controlled model helicopter [153].

Following the success of the Theseus AUV, two ISE Explorer AUVs, Figure 5, were built
and deployed in 2010 in the Canadian Arctic to conduct bathymetric surveys to support Canada’s claim
to the extent of its continental shelf under the United Nations Law of the Sea Convention. Explorer’s
extensive navigation system, described in [106,154], consists of a DVL-aided INS, USBL, and a custom
short-range localization system and homing system. Of technical note is the development of custom
1376 Hz homing system reported in [106]. Crees et al. note that the homing system was instrumental
to Explorer’s successful navigation. Drifting of the remote ice camp, and DR error accumulation meant
that Explorer’s recovery location could be >30 km away from the expected location. The custom
homing solution proved successful at ranges of 50 km, and is expected to function at ranges >100 km.
In total, Explorer logged near 1000 km over three missions, at depths up to 3160 m.

In 2007, the first digital terrain mapping of the underside of drifting pack ice was done over
a small area with a Gavia AUV [155]. Although operating autonomously, the vehicle was tethered to
aid recovery.

In 2010 and 2012, WHOI Seabed-class AUVs (Figure 6) were deployed in the Weddell
and Bellingshausen Seas and East Antarctic waters to conduct high-resolution ice draft measurements.
Williams et al. report in [50] that the vehicles utilized an ice-relative navigation system, consisting of
LBL beacons deployed beneath sea ice outside of the intended work volume, and the vehicles were
outfitted with an upward-looking DVL and FOG gyrocompass. Similar work was also performed
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in the autumn Arctic marginal ice zone in 2015 [65], and in the winter Ross Sea ice pack in 2017 [51].
For these campaigns, maintaining an accurate ice-references navigation frame was critical so that the
under ice observations could be precisely co-located with above ice mapping.

Figure 5. Two ISE Arctic Explorer AUV aboard ISE’s R/V Researcher Nanoose Bay, BC, Canada during
sea trials in 2010. The ISE Arctic Explorer AUV were built and deployed in the Canadian Arctic to
conduct bathymetric surveys to support Canada’s claim to the extent of its continental shelf under
the United Nations Law of the Sea Convention. Image Credit: International Submarine Engineering
Ltd. (Port Coquitlam, BC, Canada) Reproduced with permission.

Figure 6. The Seabed-Class Jaguar AUV conducting an upward-looking multibeam survey of Antarctic
sea ice with the R/V Aurora Australis visible in the background. Image Credit: K. Meiners, G. Williams,
and H. Singh, Australian Antarctic Division and Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. Reproduced
with permission.

Wulff et al. reported on the 2013 deployments of the Polar Autonomous Underwater Laboratory
(PAUL), a Bluefin 21 AUV, in Fram Strait, Figure 7. The vehicle was outfitted with a suite of physical
and biogeochemical oceanographic sensors [156,157], and was tasked with collecting data in the
meltwater front of the MIZ. Because the vehicle was operating in mid-water, navigation aiding was
provided by a ship-mounted iXBlue GAPS USBL [8,9,158].
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Figure 7. The Polar Autonomous Underwater Laboratory (PAUL), a Bluefin 21 AUV, equipped with
physical and biogeochemical oceanographic sensors and a water sampler, observed biogeochemical
processes at high resolution in the marginal ice zone of Fram Strait. Image Credit: Alfred Wegener
Institute, Helmholtz Centre for Polar and Marine Research. Reproduced with Permission.

In July of 2017, the iceberg mapping work was conducted near Sermilik Greenland, with the
deployment of MBARI’s. Dorado class AUV. The vehicle is outfitted with precision RLG, and DVL,
and two Imagenex 220 kHz DeltaT 837A multibeam sonars were used for mapping and obstacle
avoidance. An iceberg of 200 m draft and 1200 m in waterline width was autonomously mapped and
encircled over the course of 13 missions at depths of 50, 100, and 150 m [159].

5.2. Tethered Vehicles

Tethered underwater vehicles are challenging to deploy from ships in sea ice because the ice floes
can damage and/or cut the tethers, the ships typically cannot maneuver while tethers are deployed
over the side, and conventionally tethered ROVs typically provide very limited horizontal excursion
from the ship from which they are deployed.

In 2002 and 2005, the ROV Global Explorer was deployed in the Arctic Ocean from the USCGC
Healy during the NOAA Hidden Ocean Expedition [68,160]. Global Explorer was used to conduct visual
surveys and specimen collection of gelatinous taxa.

A modified Phantom S2 ROV (Deep Ocean Engineering, San Jose, CA, USA) was used by
Hobson et al. during expeditions aboard the R/V N.B. Palmer in 2005, 2008, and 2009 to survey the
underwater environments surrounding free-floating icebergs near Antarctica [161]. Battery-powered
beacons on the ROV provided pilots with ROV-ship range measurements, while a scanning sonar
mounted on the Phantom was used to navigate alongside and maintain desired standoff distance from
the iceberg.

Nicolaus and Katlein [162] report on Arctic deployments of a V8ii ROV (Ocean Modules,
Åtvidaberg, Sweden) from the F/S Polarstern in 2011. The vehicle was outfitted with spectral
radiometers, and combined with a 300 m tether, was tasked with mapping under-ice spectral radiance
and irradiance. Scientific results include optical surveys of ice algae chlorophyll concentrations [163],
and studies of light transmission through the Antarctic pack ice [164]. More recently they report
the development and deployment of a new ROV based upon the Ocean Modules M500 ROV (Ocean
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Modules, Sweden) as a highly instrumented sensor platform for interdisciplinary research at the
ice–water interface [69].

In 2013, Arndt et al. performed ROV transects beneath sea ice in the northern Weddell Sea,
Antarctica to examine the influence of snow depth and flooding on light transmission through
Antarctic sea ice. A network of 4 Benthos XT-6001 transponders were placed in a 400 m-side rectangle,
with co-located GPS, to provide a through-ice LBL network for localization [164].

5.3. Hybrid Tethered Vehicles

The Nereid Under-Ice (NUI) vehicle, Figure 8, is a lightly-tethered hybrid AUV/ROV (HROV)
developed by WHOI and collaborators at Johns Hopkins University [165]. Designed to be operated
under fixed or moving ice, NUI is capable of standoff distances up to 20 km from the deployment
vessel, and is equipped with a navigation suite including LBL and OWTT acoustic packages, a FOG
IMU, and upward- and downward-looking DVLs [109]. McFarland et al. describe the ice-relative
navigation algorithm as implemented during July 2014 operations at 83◦N 6◦W from icebreaker F/S
Polarstern. Katlein et al. present under-ice light transmission data from some of NUI’s first science
operations at the ice–ocean interface, in July 2014 [166]. Figure 9 shows example of high resolution
multibeam bathymetry of the Karasik Seamount collected during NUI’s first under-ice seafloor surveys
in 2016 at 87◦N 61◦E.

Zeng et al. report on the 2014 deployment of Polar-ARV during the sixth Chinese National
Arctic Research Expedition (CHINARE) [167]. Polar-ARV is a lightly tethered vehicle with a 100 m
depth rating, 3 km operating radius, and was deployed via a hole drilled through sea ice adjacent
the Icebreaker Snow Dragon.

Figure 8. Hybrid ROV/AUV Nereid Under-Ice (NUI) deployment from the F/S Polarstern in July 2014
at 83◦N 6◦W in July 2014. The mated tow-body (orange) and depressor (white) suspended above
the vehicle house NUI’s unarmored fiber-optic telemetry system. Actuation of an electromechanical
latch separates the tow-body from the depressor at a suitable depth, after which fiber pays out of either
body to accommodate the relative motion of the vehicle and ship. Image Credit: L. L. Whitcomb.
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Figure 9. High-resolution multibeam bathymetry of an area 600 m × 550 m mapped using the Nereid
Under-Ice (NUI) hybrid vehicle in AUV mode at the Karasik Seamount at 87◦N 61◦E, beneath 100%
ice-cover, in a September 2016 deployment from the F/S Polarstern.

5.4. Underwater Gliders

Gliders are a unique class of underwater vehicle that do not rely upon traditional propeller
propulsion for forward motion. They were first proposed in the 1960s, but were not demonstrated
as a viable AUV concept until the early 2000s [168]. To achieve forward propulsion, gliders
typically combine a buoyancy engine, adjustable center of mass, and horizontal wings to propel
the vehicle in a sawtooth pattern through the water. Gliders are energetically efficient vehicles, but are
limited in their forward velocity compared to traditionally propelled vehicles. Recent studies have
examined the feasibility of hybrid underwater glider designs that combine buoyancy-driven glider
propulsion with conventional propeller propulsion [169]. For a comprehensive review of glider history,
development, and governing principles, readers are directed to the work in [168].

Jones et al. [170] report on the deployment of eight Slocum Gliders in the waters around Antarctica
during the austral summer of 2010/11. Outfitted with various physical and biological oceanography
instruments, the vehicles mapped spatial extent of distinct water masses and their features to inform
concurrent ship-based sampling.

In [171], Zhou et al. report on the integration of a mechanical scanning sonar (Tritech Micron) into
a Slocum Glider for the purposes of iceberg survey and mapping off the coast of Newfoundland, Canada.
A detailed discussion of the iceberg search and acoustic processing algorithms is given, along with
results of the in situ and postprocessed volume estimates for the target icebergs encountered during
field trials.
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The University of Washington’s Applied Physics Laboratory has been deploying Seaglider AUVs
in Davis Strait for over a decade [172]. In 2014, a multi-month deployment of Seaglider AUV (Figure 10)
was conducted to monitor the seasonal melt of the MIZ near 72◦N 145◦W [173]. Webster et al. describe
an array of through-ice buoys, as well as autonomous surface craft outfitted with acoustic hardware
to provide the gliders a means of localization. A OWTT navigation algorithm was implemented on
the vehicles, with buoys broadcasting time-of-launch-encoded position packets at regularly timed
intervals. Reliable beacon–glider ranges were achievable at distances of up to 400 km, even when
the vehicles were not in the strong sound duct present at 100 m depth. As far as the authors could
discern from published works, this deployment represents the longest term under-ice deployment of
AUVs to date.

Figure 10. The University of Washington’s Applied Physics Laboratory has deployed Seagliders
extensively under sea ice of the MIZ near 72◦N 145◦W. Image Credit: Applied Physics Laboratory,
University of Washington. Reproduced with permission.

The University of Washington Applied Physics Laboratory has continued its under ice glider work,
and in late 2016 began the Stratified Ocean Dynamics of the Arctic (SODA) experiment, a multi-year
coordinated experiment with twelve other institutions. Seaglider AUVs are being employed to measure
temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen, and downwelling irradiance during one year deployments
in ice covered waters. Navigation capability is provided by on-board dead reckoning, with position
corrections provided by permanently moored acoustic beacons [66].

Building on proven under sea ice capabilities, UW-APL collaborated with Lamont–Doherty Earth
Observatory to realize Seaglider deployments beneath the Dotson Ice Shelf, Antarctica, between January
2018 and January 2019. The vehicles made a total of 18 trips beneath the ice shelf, with the longest
excursion being 140 km beneath the shelf [174].

6. Conclusions

The 12% of the world’s oceans that is covered by fixed or moving ice remains largely inaccessible
to ocean science. Over the last three decades, researchers have developed and deployed multiple
new classes of underwater robotic vehicles and navigation methods specifically to provide scientific
access beneath ice shelves, landfast ice, and free-floating ice. However, fundamental obstacles remain
that severely limit under-ice oceanographic vehicle operations in ice-covered environments including
vehicle launch, recovery, and navigation. Successful ship-based under-ice operations are subject
to favorable weather and ice conditions, whereas landfast and through-ice vehicle deployments
require specialized ice drilling or melting equipment, which also significantly constrain vehicle size,
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shape and endurance. Navigation beneath both moving and stationary ice remains challenging, both
at depth and near the surface.

Nearly two decades ago, Edmonds et al. [2] discovered abundant hydrothermal venting along
the 1100 km Gakkel Ridge in the Arctic Ocean, clearly indicating the existence of 9–12 discrete active
hydrothermal vent sites, but specific active vent sites on the Gakkel Ridge have yet to be explored.
Similarly, exploration of ice shelf cavities only started a decade ago, and only half a dozen cavities
have been partially or comprehensively observed to date, in general for a limited amount of time
(hours to days). Under sea ice, passive drifting platforms and manned icebreakers and ice stations
have been used for decades, but observations remain sparse compared to the open ocean, particularly
in winter. UUVs have only just begun to be routinely exploited, with most covering only limited
ranges and/or durations, and with efforts for sustained observations or long-range missions only just
emerging. The potential for first-order scientific discoveries at high latitudes, under ice, remains high,
but new and improved approaches to the design and navigation of underwater vehicles will be needed
to achieve this.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript.

ACTV Autonomous Conductivity Temperature Vehicle
AMTV Autonomous Microconductivity Temperature Vehicle
ARCS Autonomous Remotely Controlled Submersible
AUV Autonomous Underwater Vehicle
BRUIE Buoyant Rover for Under-Ice Exploration
CTD Conductivity Temperature Depth
DR Dead Reckoning
DVL Doppler Velocity Log
EKF Extended Kalman Filter
FATTI Fluorometer and Acoustic Transducer Towable Instrument
FOG Fiber-optic Gyroscope
GPS Global Positioning System
HOV Human Occupied Vehicle
HROV Hybrid Remotely Operated Vehicle
IMU Inertial Measurement Unit
INS Inertial Navigation System
ISE International Submarine Engineering
LBL Long Baseline
MBARI Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute
MEMS Micro-electro-mechanical system
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MIZ Marginal Ice Zone
MSLED Micro Subglacial Exploration Device
NUI Nereid Under-Ice
OWTT One Way Travel Time
PAUL Polar Autonomous Underwater Laboratory
PIG Pine Island Glacier
REMUS Remote Environmental Monitoring UnitS
RF Radio Frequency
RIS Ross Ice Shelf
RLG Ring-laser Gyroscope
ROV Remotely Operated Vehicle
SBL Short Baseline
SCINI Submersible Capable of under Ice Navigation and Imaging
SIR Sub-Ice ROV
SLAM Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
SLW Subglacial Lake Whillans
SODA Stratified Ocean Dynamics of the Arctic
TRN Terrain Relative Navigation
TROV Telepresence-Controlled Remotely Operated Vehicle
TWTT Two Way Travel Time
UARS Unmanned Arctic Research Submersible System
USBL Ultra-Short Baseline
UUV Uninhabited Underwater Vehicle
WHOI Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
MOR Mid-Ocean Ridge
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